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New York, NY—Soho Photo Gallery is pleased to announce its guest exhibit in December 
will be Pinhole Visions: Photographs by Tricia Rosenkilde. This show will feature the 
sepia toned pinhole images of landscapes, gardens and chateaux that Rosenkilde took while 
living in Paris. She explains that her “cameras” are actually covered food tins that she loads 
with film; the lens is a needle-sized hole covered with black tape that acts as a shutter. While 
in Paris, Rosenkilde realized that pinhole photography, with its long exposure and softness, 
would be an ideal way to capture the timeless beauty of the city.  She says, “Pinhole 
photography requires patience, imagination and the willingness to be surprised by the 
results.” The poetic and dreamlike qualities that her work evokes invites the viewer to step 
into the past and is reminiscent of Atget and other 19th century photographers. In fact, 
Joyce Tenneson named Rosenkilde as “one of the top ten emerging photographers in the 
United States” as part of an exhibition she had at the Los Angeles County Museum of 
Contemporary Art.  Rosenkilde’s exhibit at Soho Photo will consist of approximately 12--15 
silver gelatin 8”x20” prints. 
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And for something completely different, the Gallery will also present Portraits, Portraits, 
Portraits: The Members’ Show. For the first time, the entire main gallery downstairs will 
be taken over by series of portraits taken by 15 members of the Gallery.  Each photographer 
will exhibit approximately four images and possibly give Cartier-Bresson’s famous dictum,  
"You must somehow position the camera between [the subject’s] shirt and his skin" new 
meaning as the photographers display their varied approaches to the fine art of portraiture.  
There will be portraits of friends, families, spouses, children, lovers, pets, co-workers, 
strangers and some other surprising imagery on a scale that will be unprecedented for the 
Gallery. Approximately 60 images will be displayed.  This is sure to be an entertaining and 
revealing show, in more ways than one.  
 
 

#### 
 
Soho Photo Gallery has been showcasing a broad spectrum of imagery by emerging and veteran 
photographers since 1971. The Gallery is in New York’s historic TriBeCa district, three blocks south 
of Canal Street between West Broadway and Sixth Avenue. Subways: #1 to Franklin Street or the A, 
C, E, W, N, R or #6 to Canal Street. 

 


